Abstract. Memoryless quasi-Newton methods are studied for solving largescale unconstrained optimization problems. Recently, memoryless quasi-Newton methods based on several kinds of updating formulas were proposed. Since the methods closely related to the conjugate gradient method, the methods are promising. In this paper, we propose a memoryless quasi-Newton method based on the Broyden family with the spectral-scaling secant condition. We focus on the convex and preconvex classes of the Broyden family, and we show that the proposed method satisfies the sufficient descent condition and converges globally. Finally, some numerical experiments are given.
1. Introduction. We are concerned with the unconstrained optimization problem min f (x),
where f : R n → R is a continuously differentiable function. We denote its gradient ∇f by g. Quasi-Newton methods are known as effective numerical methods for solving problem (1) , and they are iterative methods of the form
where x k ∈ R n is the k-th approximation to a solution, α k is a step size, and d k is a search direction obtained by solving the linear system of equations
Here g k denotes g(x k ), B k is a nonsingular approximation matrix to the Hessian ∇ 2 f (x k ) and H k = B −1 k . Throughout this paper, we choose the identity matrix I as the initial matrix B 0 or H 0 , namely, d 0 = −g 0 . The matrix B k or H k is updated at each iteration such that the secant condition
is satisfied, where s k−1 and y k−1 are defined by
respectively. There are several kinds of updating formulas. The well-known updating formulas are the BFGS, DFP and symmetric rank-one (SR1) formulas. In this paper, we focus on the Broyden family
, where φ k−1 is a parameter. In particular, by setting φ k−1 = 0, φ k−1 = 1,
and
, the formula (5) becomes the BFGS, DFP, SR1 and Hoshino formula [16] , respectively. If φ k−1 ∈ [0, 1], the family (5) is a convex class, which is a convex combination of the BFGS and DFP formulas. Note that the BFGS, DFP and Hoshino formulas belong to the convex class. The BFGS and DFP formulas have a dual relation each other, while the SR1 and Hoshino formulas are self-dual, respectively (see [24, 30] , for example). In general, φ k−1 = 0 is suggested as the best choice in the convex class. However, to find a better choice than φ k−1 = 0, Zhang and Tewarson [34] dealt with the preconvex class of the Broyden family (5) , which means the interval (φ
If B k−1 is symmetric positive definite and s T k−1 y k−1 > 0 holds, then B k updated by (5) with φ k−1 > φ * k−1 is also symmetric positive definite (see [30] , for example). This guarantees that the search direction satisfies the descent condition:
because the positive definiteness of B k implies
−1 k g k < 0. Zhang and Tewarson [34] claimed that the quasi-Newton method based on the Broyden family with the preconvex class is efficient when the parameter φ k−1 was chosen appropriately.
By considering the inverse of (5), the Broyden family of H k is represented by
where θ k−1 is a parameter. Note that θ k−1 is obtained from φ k−1 as follows
Note that φ k−1 = 0 corresponds to θ k−1 = 1 and φ k−1 = 1 corresponds to θ k−1 = 0. We emphasize that the convex class
is symmetric positive definite, then the matrix H k updated by the Broyden family (7) is also symmetric positive definite (see [30] , for example).
For solving large-scale unconstrained optimization problems, Shanno [27] proposed the memoryless quasi-Newton method to avoid the storage of memories for matrices. Specifically, Shanno substituted (7) with H k−1 = I into (3) and derived the following search direction:
For the case θ k−1 = 1, the search direction (9) yields the memoryless quasi-Newton method based on the BFGS formula (the memoryless BFGS method):
If the exact line search is used, namely g T k d k−1 = 0, then the memoryless BFGS method is identical to the nonlinear conjugate gradient (CG) method with the Hestenes-Stiefel formula (see [13, 15, 22] , for example). Thus, memoryless quasiNewton methods closely relate to CG methods and three-term CG methods [1, 23] . In this decade, several memoryless quasi-Newton methods have been studied. For example, Kou and Dai [17] proposed the modified self-scaling memoryless BFGS method which converges globally for general objective functions. Furthermore, several researchers have paid attention to the memoryless quasi-Newton method based on the SR1 formula instead of the BFGS formula. Modarres et al. [19] presented the memoryless quasi-Newton method based on the self-scaling SR1 formula [29] with the modified secant condition, and proved the global convergence property of the proposed method for uniformly convex objective functions. Nakayama et al. [21] also proposed the memoryless quasi-Newton method based on the SR1 formula with the spectral-scaling secant condition [4] . Some researchers proposed CG methods based on the memoryless quasi-Newton method (see [5, 20, 33] , for example).
In this paper, we consider the memoryless quasi-Newton methods based on the Broyden family with the spectral-scaling secant condition which always satisfies the sufficient descent condition. Here, the sufficient descent condition means that there exists a positive constant c such that
where · is the Euclidean norm. This condition is important in establishing the global convergence of general iterative methods. Although, θ k−1 = 1 in (7) (namely the BFGS formula) is known as one of the best choices, we also focus on the convex class θ k−1 ∈ [0, 1] and the preconvex class θ k−1 ∈ (1, ∞) to find a better choice than θ k−1 = 1. In particular, the following are our research subjects.
• We give a condition for the parameters which guarantees the global convergence of the method.
• We investigate how a choice of the parameter θ k−1 affects numerical performance. Specifically, we will compare the convex class and the preconvex class in the numerical experiments.
In addition, based on Zhang and Tewarson's claim [34] , we expect that good choices of the parameter can be found from the preconvex class. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we propose a memoryless quasiNewton method based on the Broyden family with the spectral-scaling secant condition [4] which satisfies the sufficient descent condition. In Section 3, we prove the global convergence properties of the proposed methods for uniformly convex and general objective functions, respectively. Finally, some numerical results are shown in Section 4.
2. Memoryless quasi-Newton method based on the Broyden family. In this section, we present a new memoryless quasi-Newton method based on the Broyden family which always satisfies the sufficient descent condition (10) .
In order to improve the performance of the quasi-Newton method, Cheng and Li [4] proposed the spectral-scaling secant condition. They scaled the objective function for numerical stability and considered the following approximate relation
where γ k−1 > 0 is a scaling parameter. Differentiating (11) and substituting x k−1 into x, we have
which yields the spectral-scaling secant condition:
where B k is an approximation to
yields the relation
Chen and Cheng [3] proposed the Broyden family based on the spectral-scaling secant condition (13) as follows
where w k−1 appears in (8) . As shown in (7), if s T k−1 y k−1 > 0 and H k−1 is symmetric positive definite, then the matrix H k updated by the Broyden family (14) with θ k−1 ≥ 0 is also symmetric positive definite.
We now consider the search direction of a memoryless quasi-Newton method based on (14) . From (3) and (14) with H k−1 = I, we have the following search direction
The following proposition gives the sufficient condition for (15) to satisfy (10).
hold, then the search direction (15) satisfies the sufficient descent condition (10)
, where θ min and θ max are constants satisfying
Proof. It follows from relations 2u T v ≤ u 2 + v 2 for any vectors u and v, (15), (16) and (17) that (18) and (19), we have
Otherwise 1 < θ k−1 < 2 holds and hence (18) and (19) yield
Therefore, the search direction (15) satisfies the sufficient descent condition (10) with c := min
We emphasize that (15) is an extension of the memoryless BFGS method based on (13) to the memoryless quasi-Newton method based on the Broyden family. On the other hand, by modifying the memoryless BFGS method based on (4), Kou and Dai [17] proposed the following search direction 3. Global convergence. In this section, we prove the global convergence of our method for uniformly convex and general objective functions, respectively. In order to show global convergence properties, we make the following standard assumptions for objective functions.
is bounded, namely, there exists a positive constantâ such that
(ii) The objective function f is continuously differentiable on an open convex neighborhood N of L, and its gradient g is Lipschitz continuous on N , namely, there exists a positive constant L such that
Under the above assumptions, there exists a positive constant Γ such that
Throughout this paper, we assume that
otherwise a stationary point has been found. In the line search procedure, we require the step size α k in (2) to satisfy the Wolfe conditions:
which yields (16) . In addition, we have
On the other hand, it follows from (6) that
Therefore, from (27) and (28), we obtain
The following lemma [28, Lemma 3.1] is useful in showing the global convergence of our method.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that Assumption 1 is satisfied. Consider any iterative method in the form (2), where d k and α k satisfy the sufficient descent condition (10) and the Wolfe conditions (24)- (25), respectively. If
then the method converges globally in the sense that
holds.
We first show the global convergence of our method for uniformly convex objective functions. We note that Assumption 1 (i) is always satisfied for uniformly convex objective functions. Theorem 3.2. Suppose that the objective function f is a uniformly convex function and Assumption 1 is satisfied. Consider the method (2) and (15) with (17)- (18) . Assume the step size α k satisfies the Wolfe conditions (24)-(25) andγ k−1 is bounded, namely, there exists a positive constantΓ such that
Then
holds. Furthermore, the generated sequence {x k } converges to the global minimizer.
Proof. Since the objective function is uniformly convex, there exists a positive constant m such that
which implies that
We have from (15), (18), (22), (23), (31), (33) and the fact
Hence we obtain
By Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 3.1, we have (30) . Since the objective function is uniformly convex, (30) yields (32) , and the generated sequence {x k } converges to the global minimizer.
We next show the global convergence of the proposed method for general objective functions. In order to establish the global convergence of the proposed method, we modify the search direction (15) as follows:
where sgn(·) is defined by
Equations (35) and (36) mean a safeguard in the sense that the search direction becomes the steepest descent direction ( (15) is nonpositive. Note that such a modification is widely used in showing the global convergence of three-term CG methods and memoryless quasi-Newton methods (see [13, 17, 21, 22] , for example). If β k > 0 is satisfied, then Proposition 2.1 holds. Otherwise, the search direction (34) becomes the steepest descent direction. Therefore, the search direction (34) always satisfies the sufficient descent condition (10) .
In order to establish the global convergence of the method, we now introduce the following property. Property 1. Consider the method (2) and (34)- (36) with (17)- (18) . Suppose that there exists a positive constant ε such that
Then we say that the method has Property 1 if there exists a positive constantc such thatγ
If the method has Property 1, the following lemma holds.
Lemma 3.3. Consider the method (2) and (34)- (36) with (17)- (18), where the step size α k satisfies the Wolfe conditions (24)- (25) .
Proof. It follows from (10), (26) and (37) that
From (18), (21), (22), (23), (29), (35), (38) and (41), we have
We now define b = 1 +b and
If s k−1 ≤ ξ, then by (42) we obtain
Therefore, this lemma is proved.
This lemma means that β k will be small when s k−1 is small. This characterization is originally proposed for the CG methods by Gilbert and Nocedal [9] , and it is called Property ( * ) (see also [6] ). The next lemma corresponds to [6, 
Proof. Since d k = 0 follows from (10) and (37), the vector u k is well-defined. By defining
equation (34) is written as
Then we get from the fact u k = u k−1 = 1
From the relations β k ≥ 0 and (43), we obtain
It follows from (18), (29) and (36) that
Hence, by (21), (22) , (23), (44) and (45), for any positive integer m, we have
Therefore, Lemma 3.1 implies
Let N denote the set of all positive integers. For λ > 0 and a positive integer ∆, we define
Let |K Proof. We proceed by contradiction. Suppose that for any λ > 0, there exist ∆ ∈ N and k 0 such that
Let b > 1 and ξ > 0 be given in Lemma 3.3. We set λ = ξ. Then it follows from (39), (40) and (46) that
for any i ≥ 0, where k = k 0 + i∆ + 1. The relation (47) yields
For all indices i ≥ 1 and k 0 ≤ l ≤ k 0 + i∆, there exists an index i such that
Therefore, by (39), (49) and b ≥ 1, we have
We get from (34) that
for all k ≥ 1. Using (21), (22), (23) and (45), we obtain
Relations (48), (50), (51) and (52) yield 
It follows from Lemma 3.1 that lim inf k→∞ g k = 0 holds. Since this contradicts (37), this lemma is proved.
Using Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5, we obtain the following global convergence theorem of our method. Since the proof of the theorem is exactly same as [6, Theorem 3.6], we omit it. Theorem 3.6. Suppose that Assumption 1 is satisfied. Consider the method (2) and (34)- (36) with (17)- (18) . Assume that the method has Property 1 and the step size α k satisfies the Wolfe conditions (24)- (25) . Then the method converges in the sense that (30) holds.
By using Theorem 3.6, the global convergence of our method with some concrete choices of parametersγ k−1 and θ k−1 can be easily obtained.
Corollary 3.7. Suppose that Assumption 1 is satisfied. Consider the method (2) and (34)-(36).
(i) Let θ k−1 be a constant satisfying 0 < θ k−1 < 2 and setγ k−1 = θ k−1
If the step size α k satisfies the Wolfe conditions (24)- (25) , then the method converges in the sense that (30) holds.
(ii) Let
where ρ ≥ 1 is a constant. If the step size α k satisfies the Wolfe conditions (24)- (25) , then the method converges in the sense that (30) holds.
. If the step size α k satisfies the strong Wolfe conditions (24) and
then the method converges in the sense that (30) holds.
Proof. From Theorem 3.6, to prove this corollary, it is sufficient to show thatγ k−1 and θ k−1 satisfy (17) and (18), respectively, and that the method has Property 1.
(i) Obviously,γ k−1 and θ k−1 satisfies (17) and (18), respectively. If (37) is satisfied, then it follows from (10), (18), (21), (22) and (26) that
which means that the method has Property 1 withc =
In a similar way to (i), we have from (10) , (21), (22), (26) and (37)
Therefore, the method has Property 1 withc = 
which guarantees (18) with θ min = 1 and θ max = 1 + σ. In a similar way to (i), we obtain from (10), (21), (22), (26) and (37)
Therefore, the method has Property 1 withc =
Note that the case (ii) in Corollary 3.7 corresponds to the memoryless quasiNewton method based on the Hoshino formula withγ k−1 = ρ
, and that θ k−1 belongs to the convex class. Moreover, if we use the choice
, then we have the CG method with the Hestenes-Stiefel formula under the exact line search. This is a reason why we consider the case (iii) in Corollary 3.7.
4. Numerical experiments. In this section, we report numerical experiments to investigate numerical performance of the proposed method of the form (2) and (34)-(36). We tested 138 problems from the CUTEr library [2, 10] . The problems were listed in Hager [11] . Although Hager [11] considered 145 tests, we did not consider the remaining test here due to the fact that the memory of our PC was insufficient for some of them. The names of test problems and their dimensions n are given in Table 1 . All codes were written in C by modifying the software package CG-DESCENT Version 5.3 [11, 12, 14] . They were run on a PC with 3.5GHz Intel Core i5, 32.0 GB RAM memory and Linux OS Ubuntu 16. We stopped the algorithm if g k ∞ ≤ 10 −6 held or if CPU time exceeded 600 seconds. The line search procedure was the default procedure of CG-DESCENT, which means that the Wolfe conditions (24)- (25) with σ = 0.9 and δ = 0.1 were used.
To compare numerical performance between the tested methods, we adopt the performance profiles based on the CPU time by Dolan and Moré [7] . For n s solvers and n p problems, the performance profiles P : R → [0, 1] is defined as follows: Let P and S be the set of problems and the set of solvers, respectively. For each problem p ∈ P and for each solver s ∈ S, we define t p,s = CPU time required to solve problem p by solver s. The performance ratio is given by r p,s = t p,s / min s t p,s .Then, the performance profile is defined by P (τ ) = 1 np size{p ∈ P|r p,s ≤ τ }, for all τ ≥ 1, where sizeA, for any set A, stands for number of the elements in that set. Note that P (τ ) is the probability for solver s ∈ S such that a performance ratio r p,s is within a factor τ ≥ 1 of the best result. The left side of the figure gives the percentage of the test problems for which a method is the best result, and the right side gives the percentage of the test problems that are successfully solved by each of the methods. The top curve is the method that solve the most problems in a result that is within a factor τ of the best result. In order to prevent a measurement error, we set the minimum of the 0.1 seconds. 4.1. Numerical comparison with convex and preconvex classes. In this subsection, we compare the convex class with the preconvex class of the Broyden family. Specifically, we investigate both the cases that θ k−1 is constant and θ k−1 is variable.
4.1.1. Numerical comparison of constant parameter θ k−1 . We set θ k−1 to be constant numbers, and we use the following parameter
which guarantees that the method has Property 1 from Corollary 3.7. Tables 2-3 present the tested methods for constant parameters θ k−1 . In Method 1 (DFP), θ k−1 = 0 yieldsγ k−1 = 0 by (54). Thus we setγ k−1 = 0.01
in Method 1 (DFP) instead of (54). Note that the global convergence properties of Methods 1 (DFP) and 9 are not guaranteed.
In Figure 1 , we compare the methods in Table 2 . Method 5 (BFGS) is superior to the other methods. However, since we observe that Methods 6-9 performed better than Methods 1 (DFP) and 2-4 did, we can see that the preconvex class is a better choice than the convex class excluding θ k−1 = 1. In each class, the performance of the method becomes better as θ k−1 approaches 1. Figure 2 gives the performance profiles of the methods in Table 3 in which the parameter θ k−1 is chosen close to 1. Then, we have a similar tendency to Figure 1 . Summarizing the above observations, the preconvex class is better than the convex class excluding θ k−1 = 1. However, θ k−1 = 1 is superior to the other parameters when we use constant numbers as θ k−1 .
4.1.2.
Numerical comparison of variable parameter θ k−1 . We next consider the case where the value for the parameter θ k−1 is a variable number. In order to guarantee the condition (18), we modify θ k−1 as follows
where θ min = 0.1 and θ max = 1.9. Table 4 ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ Figure 2 . Performance profiles of methods in Table 3 to the convex class, and that Methods 19 and 21 belong to the preconvex class. On the other hand, since the sign of d T k−1 g k is unknown, it is not clear whether Method 20 belongs to the convex/preconvex class or not.
In Figure 3 , we observe that Method 19 is comparable with Method 5 (BFGS), and Method 21 performed slightly better than Method 5 (BFGS) did. Method 
20 did not outperform Methods 5 (BFGS), 19 and 21, and Method 18 (Hoshino) performed poorly. Therefore, we see that the preconvex class is a better choice than the convex class, at least in these results. Moreover, although the preconvex class is inferior to the choice θ k−1 = 1 when the parameter is constant, we find a better choice of parameters from the preconvex class if we choose θ k−1 adoptively. Thus, we expect that more efficient parameters can be found from the preconvex class and it is our further study. Table 4 4.2. Numerical comparison of scaling parameterγ k−1 . Finally, we investigate how a choice of the scaling parameterγ k−1 in (35) affects numerical performance. As a choice of common parameters for the self-scaling BFGS formula, Oren 
not established
25 (CG DESCENT) [11, 12, 14] established [25] and Oren and Luebenberg [26] suggested the following parameters:
and y
These parameters correspond tô
and (54) in our method, respectively. In this subsection, we deal with (56) in addition to (54). As a choice ofθ k−1 , we choosê
because these parameters give better numerical results in Figure 3 . Then we giveγ k−1 andθ k−1 in Table 5 . We also modifyθ k−1 as in (55). Method 25 is CG DESCENT Version 5.3 which is the well-known benchmark software package based on the CG method by Hager and Zhang [11, 12, 14] . Note that the global convergence properties of Methods 5 (BFGS), 19 and 21 are guaranteed. On the other hand, since s Figure 4 shows the performance profiles of the methods in Table 5 . We observe that Methods 23 and 24 performed better than Method 25 (CG DESCENT) did and Method 22 (BFGS) is almost comparable with Method 25 (CG DESCENT). Also, Methods 22 (BFGS), 23, and 24 are superior to Methods 5 (BFGS), 19 and 21. Thus, we see that (56) is more efficient than (54). However, the global convergence of the method with (56) has not been established, and hence it is one of the further studies. Furthermore, since we observe that Methods 23 and 24 performed better than Method 22 (BFGS) did, the preconvex class is significant for the proposed method as in Section 4.1.2. ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ Table 5 5. Concluding remarks. In this paper, we have proposed the memoryless quasiNewton methods based on the Broyden family with the spectral-scaling secant condition, which always satisfy the sufficient descent condition. In addition, we have given the conditions for the parameters θ k−1 andγ k−1 in (34)-(36) that guarantee the global convergence of the method. In numerical experiments, although θ k−1 = 1 (namely the BFGS formula) is a better choice, we have found good parameters in the preconvex class. Moreover, if we choose the parameters θ k−1 andγ k−1 suitably, then our methods are superior to or at least comparable with CG DESCENT Version 5.3. Therefore, we suggest that it is important to consider the preconvex class. Our further works are to find more suitable choices for θ k−1 andγ k−1 , and to relax conditions on parameters θ k−1 andγ k−1 for the global convergence property. In this paper, we have dealt with the spectral-scaling secant condition (12) by [4] . This is based on the secant condition (4). To extend the proposed method, we can consider the spectral-scaling secant condition based on other secant conditions (see [8, 18, 31, 32] ). For example, the spectral-scaling secant condition based on the MBFGS secant condition [18] is given by
where p and q are positive constants. By replacing the vector y k−1 in (34)-(36) with z k−1 , we can present the method based on the above secant condition and prove its global convergence property in a similar way to the proofs in this paper. Also, the other secant conditions can be considered similarly.
